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1 Vehicle Travel Time Expressions for Overlapping Opera-
tions (Roy and De Koster, 2015)
For overlapping operations, the ALVs may need to process an unload transaction after
processing a load transaction or vice versa. In such situations, the ALVs have to move
from one QC location to another QC location or from one SC location to another SC
location. In this section, we adopt the analytical model from Roy and De Koster, 2015
to develop travel time expressions for such movements.
1.1 Movement of ALVs from one QC Location to Another QC Location
We consider the movement of an ALV from QCi (buffer lane Nbi) to QCj (buffer lane
Nbj). The terms i and j correspond to the QC numbers. Note that the QCs are numbered
from left to right and buffer lanes are numbered from top to bottom. The expressions
are described for i, j 2 {1, 2, . . . Nqc} and Nbi, Nbj 2 {1, 2, . . . Nbq}. We do not consider
the case when i = j.
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Table 1: Notations used in the travel time expressions
Scenarios Cases Subcases Terminology fortime expressions
Number of possible routes
(refer to Figure ??)
From QC to QC Case 1 - T qq1 240
Case 2 T qq2 240
From SC to SC Case 1 Subcases 1 T ss11 448
Subcases 2 T ss12 448
Case 2 - T ss2 9216
Case 3 - T ss3 6144
For instance, we discuss the movement of an ALV from the second buffer lane (Nbi = 2)
of QC3 (i = 3) to the fourth buffer lane (Nbj = 4) of QC6 (j = 6). Since the layout
allows left to right movement of the ALV in quayside, the ALV directly reaches QC6 after
travelling (3(Dex +Din) + 2Wbq) units along the X-axis.
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For instance, we consider the movement of an ALV from second buffer lane (Nbi = 2)
of QC5 to third buffer lane (Nbj = 3) of QC2. For the given layout shown in Figure
??, Nsmx is 4 and Nsrmx[5], the number of stack module to the right of fifth short-cut
is 1. Therefore, the value of term (Nsmx  Nsrmx[5]  1) is 2. Since the layout has only
uni-directional paths, the ALV travels using the inner loop to reach the destination. The
ALV moves (Dex2 +Wbq(Nbj   1)+Wl) units and reaches the stackside inner loop. Now,
the ALV travels (Nlbs[5]S +Xe +Ddl + 2(Wsb + 2Ddl +Dd) +L
0
l) units to reach the left
end of the loop. It turns left and moves (Wl  Wbl + Ll) to reach the quayside. Again,
the ALV travels (Dex2 + (Dex +Din) +Wbl +Wbq) units to reach the destination.
The average time spent by an ALV to move from one QC to another is given by
Equation 3.
T qq =






1.2 Movement of ALVs from one SC Location to Another SC Location
Similar to ALV motion in the quayside, we consider movement of an ALV from one SC
location) to another in the stackside. The origin and the destination points are described
as (Xa, Ya, Ba) and (Xb, Yb, Bb), respectively. Here Xa, Xb 2 {1, 2, 3, . . . Nsmx}, Ya, Yb
2 {1, 2, 3, . . . Nsmy} and Ba, Bb 2 {1, 2, 3, . . . Nbs}.
Case 1: When Xa= Xb and Ya= Yb









For instance, we consider the movement of an ALV from fifth buffer lane (Ba = 5) to
eighth buffer lane (Bb = 8) in same stack crane SC10. The ALV only needs to travel 3S
units to reach the destination as the layout permits clockwise movement.
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For instance, we consider the movement of an ALV from seventh buffer lane (Ba = 7)
to fifth buffer lane (Bb = 5) in the same stack block (SC10). Since layout has only
unidirectional path, the ALV has to travel in the loop. The ALV moves (S +Xe +Ddl)
units to reach uni-directional driving lane. Now, the ALV travels 2(2Wsr+Ws+2Dt) units
to reach outer loop. Now, ALV moves (Wsb + 2Ddl) units to the left of uni-directional
driving lane to reach another driving lane that leads to SC10. Now, the ALV again
travels 2(Wsr +Ws + 2Dt) to reach SC10. Now, it moves (Xe +Ddl + 4S) to reach the
destination buffer lane.
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For instance, we consider that an ALV moves from fourth buffer lane (Ba = 4) of
SC16 to sixth buffer lane (Bb = 6) of SC4. We are considering SC16 that corresponds to
Xa = 3, Ya = 3 and SC4 that corresponds to Xb = 1 and Yb = 3 (Xa   Xb). Now, the
ALV travels (4S +Xe +Ddl) units to reach the uni-directional driving lane. Similar to
Subcase 2 of Case 1, the ALV travels 2(2Wsr +Ws + 2Dt) units and reaches the main
guide path. Now. the ALV travels 3(Wsb + 2Ddl +Dd) units to reach the unidirectional
driving lane to the left of SC4. Further, the ALV moves 2(Wsr +Ws+2Dt) to reach the
destination block. Now, the ALV travels (Ddl+Xe+5S) to reach the destination buffer
lane.
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For instance, we consider the movement of an ALV from the sixth buffer lane (Ba = 6)
of SC4 to the fourth buffer lane (Bb = 4) of SC16. The value of Xa, Ya, Xb and Yb can
be defined similar to Case 2 from the layout shown in Figure ??. The ALV moves
(2S +Xe +Ddl) to reach the uni-directional driving line. Depending on the position of
destination stack block, the ALV takes either upward or downward motion path. Since
both stack blocks have same position along the Y-direction (Ya = Yb = 3), the ALV
doesn’t move in the Y-direction. Now, the ALV takes the transfer lane that leads to
SC16 and travels (Wsb + 2Ddl + 2Dd) units to reach the SC16. Further, ALV travels
3S +Xe +Ddl to reach the destination buffer lane.
The average time spent by an ALV to move from one SC to another SC is given by
Equation 8
T ss =







NsmxNsmyNbs(NsmxNsmyNbs   1) (8)
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2 AutoModTM Simulation Model Details
Quayside Process: Containers arrive at quay and are being served based on a First-in
First-out basis. Each QC is modeled in Arena using the “Process” module available in
“Basic Process” template. There are six identical “Process” modules which represent the
six quay cranes. Each “Process” module has one resource that seizes the container, delays
the movement with a mean of 120 seconds and CV of 0.3 to unload the container from
the vessel to the quayside buffer lane, and then releases the container to a buffer lane.
Transaction Matching: Containers at the quayside buffer lanes wait in the queue for
an ALV to be served. Similarly, if there is no container available at the quayside buffer
lanes, all idle ALVs wait in a virtual common queue for the containers to arrive. This
process in ARENA is presented with a “Match” module in the “Advance Process” panel.
Transportation of the ALV from quayside to stackside: An ALV picks the con-
tainer and is assigned to a new storage location by the “Assign” module using the “Basic
Process” panel. This assignment to a stack block is uniformly distributed. The trans-
portation time of an ALV is presented with a “Process” module. In the “Process” module,
“Action” is set as Delay and the “Delay type” is set as an Expression. This “Process”
block provides delay to the ALV depending on value obtained from the expression. This
delay time depends on the source and destination location. Once the ALV transfers the
container to its destination stack block, the vehicle becomes idle and joins a common
queue of idle vehicles.
Arrival of containers at the stackside: Containers that were unloaded at the stack
block wait for their respective stack cranes to become idle, upon which they are stowed
away in the stacks. The waiting containers queue before their respective stack cranes.
Similar to the quayside, the stack cranes are also modeled with the “Process” module.
All stack cranes are positioned in a layout as indicated in Figure 1. There are 24 identical
“Process” modules which represent 24 SCs. The service time of an SC depends on the
container’s position in buffer and its storage location in stack block. Note that container’s
position in the stack block and in the buffer lane is uniformly distributed. The SC picks








. Then the vertical motion by the spreader is
executed as a part of the drop-off time.
5
3 Model Validation Results
In Tables 2-5, we compare the results obtained from the analytical model with the results










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4 Additional Performance Results for Stack Layouts
In Tables 6-9, we show the good and poor terminal layout with 36000 and 48000 storage
locations. Further, we show the top 3 stack configuration groups for 36000 and 48000
storage locations in Tables 10 and 11 respectively.
Table 6: Good Terminal Layout Design Choices when the total number of storage loca-
tions is 36000 (container arrival rate: 126 containers/hr; 15 ALVs )
Nsmx Nsmy Nr Nb Nt Ns Lq Uq E[Tq] (sec) Lv Uv E[Tv] (sec) Ls Us E[Ts] (sec) E[CTu] (sec)
2 9 10 23 5 32 4.9 70% 260 0.09 70% 303.1 0.06 6% 60.9 624.0
2 8 10 26 5 28 4.9 70% 260 0.09 70% 301.6 0.08 8% 63.9 625.5
2 9 9 25 5 32 4.9 70% 260 0.10 70% 304.2 0.06 7% 61.6 625.8
2 7 10 30 5 24 4.9 70% 260 0.10 70% 304.2 0.10 10% 68.2 632.4
2 8 9 29 5 28 4.9 70% 260 0.11 71% 308.1 0.08 8% 65.8 633.9
Table 7: Poor Terminal Layout Design Choices when the total number of storage locations
is 36000 (container arrival rate: 126 containers/hr; 15 ALVs )
Nsmx Nsmy Nr Nb Nt Ns Lq Uq E[Tq] (sec) Lv Uv E[Tv] (sec) Ls Us E[Ts] (sec) E[CTu] (sec)
2 6 10 60 3 20 4.9 70% 260 6.1 96% 587.2 0.2 15% 89.8 937.1
2 7 6 63 4 24 4.9 70% 260 9.7 98% 694.8 0.2 13% 96.3 1051.1
4 5 10 38 3 32 4.9 70% 260 11.6 98% 750.3 0.1 7% 64.6 1074.9
2 6 7 65 4 20 4.9 70% 260 11.6 98% 751.4 0.2 16% 100.2 1111.5
2 8 4 65 5 28 4.9 70% 260 26.3 99% 1174.6 0.2 12% 103.2 1537.8
Table 8: Good Terminal Layout Design Choices when the total number of storage loca-
tions is 48000 (container arrival rate: 126 containers/hr; 15 ALVs )
Nsmx Nsmy Nr Nb Nt Ns Lq Uq E[Tq] (sec) Lv Uv E[Tv] (sec) Ls Us E[Ts] (sec) E[CTu] (sec)
2 9 10 30 5 32 4.9 70% 260 0.24 77% 337.0 0.07 7% 67.5 664.4
2 8 10 35 5 28 4.9 70% 260 0.29 79% 345.2 0.10 9% 72.8 678.0
2 9 9 34 5 32 4.9 70% 260 0.32 79% 348.5 0.08 7% 70.5 679.0
2 7 10 40 5 24 4.9 70% 260 0.37 80% 354.6 0.13 11% 78.5 693.1
2 8 9 39 5 28 4.9 70% 260 0.41 81% 359.6 0.10 9% 76.1 695.7
Table 9: Poor Terminal Layout Design Choices when the total number of storage locations
is 48000 (container arrival rate: 126 containers/hr; 15 ALVs )
Nsmx Nsmy Nr Nb Nt Ns Lq Uq E[Tq] (sec) Lv Uv E[Tv] (sec) Ls Us E[Ts] (sec) E[CTu] (sec)
2 9 10 50 3 32 4.9 70% 260 7.5 97% 630.2 0.01 8% 77.1 967.3
4 4 10 40 5 24 4.9 70% 260 8.7 97% 666.8 0.13 11% 78.5 1005.3
4 5 10 38 4 32 4.9 70% 260 11.6 98% 750.3 0.08 7% 70.0 1080.3
2 9 5 60 5 32 4.9 70% 260 11.9 98% 761.1 0.14 10% 97.0 1118.1
2 5 9 67 5 16 4.9 70% 260 17.2 99% 914.5 0.37 22% 112.0 1286.5
9
Table 10: Top 3 stack configuration groups (for 36000 storage locations) based on Tukey’s
range test
Configuration Subset 1 Subset 2 Subset 3
Pl_28_10_26_5 596.5
Pl_28_9_29_5 604.4 604.4
Pl_28_8_33_5 618.2 618.2 618.2
Pl_20_10_36_5 620.6 620.6 620.6
Pl_28_10_33_4 628.4 628.4 628.4
Pl_28_7_37_5 632.5 632.5 632.5
Pl_28_9_36_4 636.9 636.9 636.9
Pl_20_9_40_5 637.3 637.3 637.3
Pr_20_10_36_5 647.6 647.6 647.6
















Table 11: Top 3 stack configuration groups (for 48000 storage locations) based on Tukey’s
range test
Configuration Subset 1 Subset 2 Subset 3
Pl_28_10_35_5 644.8
Pl_28_9_39_5 660.1 660.1
Pl_28_8_43_5 675.2 675.2 675.2
Pl_28_10_43_4 686.7 686.7 686.7
Pl_20_10_48_5 688.8 688.8 688.8
Pr_30_9_36_5 695.8 695.8 695.8
Pr_30_10_32_5 696.3 696.3 696.3
Pr_30_8_40_5 696.8 696.8 696.8
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